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1. Introduction. Let E and F be any two classes of periodic
functions of period 2ττ. We say that a two-way infinite sequence [κ{n)}
of numbers is a (Fourier) multiplier of type (E, F) if whenever f(x) is in
El, Σ*> ~λ,{n)f{n)einx is the Fourier series of some function in F. We denote
by (E, F) the class of all multipliers of type (E, F). The classes of func-
tions treated here are Lipschitz class Aa, generalized Lipschitz class Ap,
Zygmund class Λ*, and generalized Zygmund class Λ%, where 0 < a ^ 1
and 1 ^ v < °° A. Zygmund ([4] p. 890, Theorem I. p. 894, Theorem
III.) has shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for {X(n}} to
belong to one of any types (Aa, Aa), (A*, A*)f (Λι

a, Λ
ι

a), (Λ1*, A1*) is that
Σn*o {λ(w)/(m)}e<nx is the Fourier series of a function in Λ\.

In this paper, in general, we consider the types (A*, Λf), (Ap

a, A%) and
(A%, A$) where 0 < a, β <; 1 and 1 ^ p, q < oo.

2. Notations and Preliminaries. We assume here that 0 < a ^ 1,
0 < β < 2 and 1 ^ p < oo.

Let Aa denote the class of all continuous and periodic functions f(x)
satisfying a Lipschitz condition,

Δhf(χ) = f(x + h) - f(x) = O(ha) for h > 0 and uniformly in x .

Ap

a is the class of all Lp-functions f(x) satisfying a condition,

\\ΔJ(x)\\9 = \^-\2Z\f(^ + h)- f(x)\pdxYP - O(h*) for h > 0 .

A continuous function F(x) is said to belong to class A*ίβ if

δ\F(x) = F(x + h) + F(x - h) - 2F(x) = O(JW) for h > 0 and uniformly

in x. In particular, the class A*Λ is the well-known Zygmund class de-
noted by A*. Also we say that an F in Lp is in the class Λ%, if

\\b\F{x)\\p = ί-L\ts\F(x + h) + F(x ~h)~- 2F(x)\pdxYP =
12TΓJO J

for h > 0. In particular, we denote the class A%Λ by A\.
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In order to prove our theorems we need several lemmas. Let 0 < a < 1
and k be any nonnegative integer from now on.

LEMMA 1. (A. Zygmund [5] p. 63, p. 64) A necessary and sufficient
condition that a continuous and periodic f(x) should have a k-th derivative
f{k){x) in Aa is that Ak

h

+ιf(x) = O(hk+a) for h > 0 and uniformly in xf where

Alf(x) = AhAΓιf(x), Aϊf(x) = Ahf(x) = f(x + h) - f(x).

LEMMA 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that an Lp-function
f(x) should have a k-th derivative f{k)(x) almost everywhere in Ap is that

= O(hk+a) for h > 0 .

In the preceeding two lemmas, k on the left side may be replaced by
any I ^ k. These results are simple applications of the theory of best
approximation. For the proof of Lemma 1, see G. G. Lorentz ([3] p. 56,
Theorem 2, p. 59, Theorem 6, 7, p. 62, Theorem 9). Lemma 2 is its
analogue in the space ZΛ For an integrable and periodic function f(x),
fa(x), fa(x) will denote the α:-th fractional integration and differentiation in
the sense of A. Zygmund [6].

LEMMA 3. ( i) (G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood. A. Zygmund [5]
p. 53, Theorem 11.) Let 0 < a < 1, 0 < β and f{x) be in Aa. Then fβ is
in Aa+β if a + β < 1, and fβ is in A* if a + β = 1, and fβ is in A*,a+β,
or, equίvalently, d/dxfβ(x) is in Aa+^t if 1 < a + β < 2.

(ii) (G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood) Let 0 < β < a < 1 and f(x)
be in Λa. Then fβ is in Aa_β.

(iii) (A. Zygmund [5] p. 53, Theorem 12*) Let 0 < a < 1. If f(x) is in
A*, then fa is in Aγ_a and fa has a continuous derivative d/dxfa(x) in Λa.

LEMMA 4. ( i) (G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood. A. Zygmund [5]
p. 69, Remark (b).) Let 0 < a < 1, 0 < β and f(x) be in Ap. Then fβ is
in Ap

+β if a + β < 1, and fβ is in Λ% if a + β = 1, and fβ is in Al>a+β,
or, equivalently, d/dxfβ(x) exists almost everywhere and belongs to Ap

+β_1

if 1 < a + β < 2.
(ii) (G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood) Let 0 < β < a < 1 and f(x)

be in Ap. Then f^β is continuous and fβ(x) exists almost everywhere and
belongs to Ap_β.

(iii) (A. Zygmund [5] p. 69, Remarks (b).) Let 0 < a < 1. // f(x)
is in A\, then fγ-a(x) is continuous and fa(x) exists almost everywhere and
belongs to Ap_a.

LEMMA 5. (G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood) A necessary and suf-
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ficient condition for a function f(x) to be in Λ?, 1 < p < °°, is that f(x)
should be equivalent to the indefinite integral of a function of Lp. Simi-
larly, a necessary and sufficient condition for a function f(x) to be in Ax

is that f(x) should be equivalent to the indefinite integral of a function
of L~.

3. Type (Ap

a, A*) where 0 < α < l and K p < o o , Our first aim is

to prove the following.

THEOREM I. Let 0 < a < 1, 1 < p < °o. Then a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for {X(n)} to be of type (Ap, Λ%) is that

{(2i sin nh/2)2/(inh)}X(n), n Φ 0, is of type (Lp, Lv) for h> 0 ,

uniformly.

PROOF. Necessity. In view of (i) and (iii) of Lemma 4, it is observed
that, for periodic functions with mean value 0, the class Λ% is identical
with the class of (1 — α)-th fractional integrals of functions in Ap, so that
the types (Ap, Ap) and (4J, Aζ) are necessarily the same. We assume that
{X(n)} is of type (A*, A*), then {X(n)} is a fortiori of type (Aζ, Λ%) so that
it is of type (Af, AQ since Af is contained in Λ%.

Now let G(x) = Σn^o {X(n)/(in)}einx. By assumption and Lemma 5,
whenever f(x) is in Lp, the convolution f*G(x) is in A\.
Since δi(/*G)(s) = {(δ2

ΛG)*/}(.τ),

ll«i(/*G)(o;)| |p= || {(δ\G) *f)(x) \\p = O(h) for h > 0

and for any f(x) in ZΛ This means that, for any f(x) in Lp,

\\mG)/h*f}(x)\\p = O(l) for h>0.

That is, {(2ismnh/2)2/(inh)}X(n), n Φ 0, is of type (Lp, Lp) for h > 0,
uniformly, and the necessity of the condition is established.

Sufficiency. Conversely, we assume that {(2i sin nh/2)2/(inh)}X(n) is
of type (Lp, Lp) for h> 0, uniformly. That is, whenever f(x) - Y,nf{n)einx

is in Lp, Σ ^ o {(2i sin nh/2)2/(inh)}X(n)f(n)einx is in Lp for h > 0, uniformly,
or, equivalently, whenever f(x) is in Lp, the convolution {(82

kG)/h*f}(x) is
in Lp for h > 0, uniformly, where G(α?) = Σ»^o {X(n)/(in)}einx. Let ί (a ) -
Σnΰ(ri)eίnx be in Λ;. Then

l|δ*ί/(»)llp - llff(« + Λ/2) - flf(α - Λ/2)||p = ||Λflf(«)l|p - O(h«)

for Λ > 0, that is, \\{δhg(x)}/ha\\p = 0(1) for h > 0, that is, (<5Λg)M« is in
Lp for h > 0, uniformly.

Let iϊ(α) = G * flf(aj) for any g(x) in /ίp

a. Then

βll, = \\(8lG)/h*(δkg)/h \\, = 0(1)
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for h > 0, that is, \\Δ\H{x)\\p = O(hί+a) for h > 0.
This implies, by Lemma 2, that d/dxH(x) exists almost everywhere

and belongs to Λp and the sufficiency of the condition is established.
Q.E.D.

By the similar method we can prove the followings.

THEOREM Γ. Let 0 < a < 1 and 1 < p, q < oo. Then {X(n)} is of type
(Λp, ΛQ

a) if and only if {(2i sin nh/2)2/(inh)}X(n), n Φ 0, is of type (Lp, Lq)
for h > 0, uniformly.

THEOREM I". Let 0 < a < 1, 1 < p < co and 1/p + 1/p' = 1. Γλew
{λ(n)} is of any of the types (Λp, Aa), (Λι

a, Λ
p')y(Λi, Λ*), (Λ\, Λξ) if and only

if Σft̂ o {X{n)l(in)}einx is the Fourier series of a function in Λ%.

4. Type (Λa, Λ£) where 0 < a < 1 and 1 < p < oo. S. Kaczmarz ([2]
p. 40. Theorem 1, p. 42, Theorem 2, Theorem 3 and p. 45, Theorem 7.)
gave a necessary and sufficient condition in order that a bounded sequence
{λ(w)} should belong to some multiplier classes by using class V9, 1 ^ p < w.
A periodic Lp-ΐunction f(x) is of class Vp(l ^ p < oo) if there is a constant
K such that, if (α^ δ j , (α2, 62), •••, (αn, bn) is any set of non-overlapping
intervals in (0, 2π), then

I ^ - Γ Σ [/(» - b<) - f(x - a,)] \pdxVlP < K .

Now we introduce a new class of functions. V*(l tί P < °°) will denote
the class of F^-functions f(x) satisfying a condition, there is a constant
K such that ||Σ?=i Wkf(% - h) - δ\f(x - α,) ]^ ̂  Kh for A > 0 and for
any set of non-overlapping intervals {(ai9 bi)}ΐ=ι in (0, 2π).

Our second aim is to prove the following.

THEOREM II. Let 0 < a < 1 and 1 < p < oo. T%e% α necessary and
sufficient condition for {λ(n)} to be of any of the types (Λa, Λ

p), (Λp\ Λι

a),
(-4*, Λl), (Λl', Λ\) is that G*(x) is in V*9 where the function G*(x) is de-
fined by G*(x) = Σn^o {λ(w)/(m)2}eίnx, and the series converging absolutely.

PROOF. It is observed that the types (Λa, Λ
p), (Λζ, Λι

a), {Λ*, Λ%) and
(A$, Λ\) are the same. See A. Zygmund ([4] p. 894, Theorem IV). We
confine our attention to the type (Λa, Λ

p). By the same method of Theorem
Γ, it is seen that, if 0 < a < 1 and 1 < p < oo, a necessary and sufficient
condition for {λ(»} to be of type (Λa, Λ

p) is that {(2iύnnhl2)2l(inh)}X(ri),
nΦΰ, is of type (L°°, Lp) for h > 0, uniformly.

Necessity. We assume that {λ(w)} is of type (Λa, Λ
p), then {(2i sin nhj

2)2l(inh)}\(n), n Φ 0, is of type (L°°, Lp) for h > 0, uniformly, or, equiv-
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alently, whenever f(x) is in L°°, the convolution {(δ2

hG)/h*f}{x) is in Lp

for h > 0, uniformly, where G(x) = Σ ^ o {X(n)/(in)}einx. It is known that
{φ(n)} is of type (L°°, Lp) if and only if Σ«*<> {0(w)/(m)}eίwa; is the Fourier
series of a function in Vp (S. Kaczmarz [2] p. 45, Theorem 7). Hence
there is a constant K such that, if {(ai9 bi)}i=ί is any set of non-overlapping
intervals in (0, 2π), | |Σf=i [d\G*(x - b%) - δ\G*(x - α,)] | |p ^ Kh for Λ > 0,
where G*(x) is the function defined by <?*(α;) = Σ»*> {λ(w)/(m)2}eίnaJ This
implies that G*(x) is in F * , and the necessity of the condition is established.

Sufficiency. We assume that G*(x) is in V*, where G*(x) is the func-
tion defined above. From the definition of the class Vp, (δ2

hG*)/h is in Vp

for h > 0, uniformly. Therefore {(2i sin nh/2)2/(inh)}X(n), nΦθ, is of type
(L°°, Lp) for fe > 0, uniformly. This implies that {λ(w)} is of type (Λa, A*),
and the sufficiency of the condition is established. Q.E.D.

5. Type (A*, Aβ) where 0 < a < β < 1. When 0 < a < β < 1 the
following result is known. Here we shall give a proof.

THEOREM A. Let 0 < a < β < 1. Then a necessary and sufficient
condition for {λ(w)} to be of type (Aa, Aβ) is that Σ™ X(n)einx is the Fourier
series of a function in Λ\_a.

PROOF. Sufficiency. Write \{x) - Σ * Hn)einx for X(n) in (Aa, Aβ) and

H(x) - Σn Hn)f{n)einx for f(x) in ylα. Then H(x) = Iβπ^" f(t)X(x - t)dty

so that d\H(x) = l/2π[2πdhf(x)δhX(x - t)dt for a fixed Λ, > 0. Then, by

assumption, \8\H{x)\ =°O(ha)\2π\δh\(x - t)\dt = O(ha)[2\δhX(t)\dt = O(W) for
Jo Jo

h > 0 and uniformly in x. This implies, by Lemma 1, that

is ί̂̂  and the sufficiency of the condition is established.

Necessity. Let G(x) = Σn*o {λ(^)/(m)}eίwaj. We assume that whenever
/(») ^ Σnf(Φinx is in ylβ, Σ.λ(^)/(^)e ί w a ! is in Λ,, or, equivalent^, the
convolution f*G(x) has a derivative in Aβ.

If 0(α;) is bounded and has mean value 0, (iii) of Lemma 3 implies
that φa(x) is in Λa. Therefore <ρa*G{x) = Φ*Ga(x) has a derivative in Aβ,
so that, by (i) of Lemma 3, ^*(Gβ)1-α(α;) = φ*Gχ(x) has a derivative in
ΛU,i+<*-«>» that is, φ*G(x) is in A*,1+[β-a).

Since the class A*tl+(β-a) is a Banach space when equipped with the
norm

l+(,_β) - sup.|G(aί)| + su
X X

h>0
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we associate with a continuous linear operator T from the Banach space
IT to the Banach space Λ*,1+o9_α), by putting Tg = G*g for g in L°°. The
continuity of Γ is an immediate consequence of the closed graph theorem.
Therefore {X(n)/(in)} is of type (L°°, A*,1+iβ-a)). That is, || Tg\\Λ>Λ+{β_a) ^

The definition of || Tg\UΛ+(β-a) in Λ*,1+(/3-α) implies t h a t

— ( 2 \G(X - y + h) + G(x- y - h) - 2G(x - y)]g(y)dy
2π Jo

Then (l/2π)Γ|G(a; - y + h) + G(x - y - h) - 2G(x -y)\dy£ \\T\\ hw^a).
Jo

See J. Caveny ([1] p. 347, the proof of Theorem 1.).
That is, (l/2π)\tS\G(x + h) + G(x - h) - 2G{x)\dy ̂  || T\\-hw^a\ This

JO

implies that G(x) = Σ#o {Mn)/(in)}eίnx is in Λι*Λ+{β_a), that is, ΣnMrήe™*
is in Λι

β_a and the necessity of the condition is established. Q.E.D.
In the case 1 ̂  β < 2, we have the following analogue.

THEOREM A'. Let 0 < a < 1 ̂  β < 2. Then {X(n)} is of type (Λa, A*,β)
if and only if Σ w X(n)einx is the Fourier series of a function in Λι

β_a.

When 0 < β < a < 1, as the corollary of Theorem A', we obtain the
following result.

THEOREM A". Let 0 < β < a < 1. Then {X(n)} is of type (Aa, Λβ) if
and only if Σ^o {X(n)/(in)}einx is the Fourier series of a function in
ΛY/Il—(a—β)
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